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I know of no such first-rate piece of literature, for supplying in this way the wants of the literary
student, existing at all in any other language; or existing in our own language for any period
except the period which Johnson's six lives cover. A student cannot read them without gaining
from them, consciously or unconsciously, an insight into the history of English literature and life.
He would find great benefit, let me add, from reading in connexion with each biography
something of the author with whom it deals; the first two books, say, of Paradise Lost, in
connexion with the Life of Milton; Absalom and Achitophel, and the Dedication of the )Encid, in
connexion with the Life of Dryden; in connexion with Swift's life, the Battle of the Books; with
Addison's, the Coverley Papers; with Pope's, the Imitations of the Satires and Epistles of Horace.
The Elegy in a Country Churchyard everybody knows, and will have it present to his mind when
he reads the life of Gray. But of the other works which I have mentioned how little can this be
said; to how many of us are Pope and Addison and Dryden and Swift, and even Milton himself,
mere names, about whose date and history and supposed characteristics of style we may have
learnt by rote something from a handbook, but of the real men and of the power of their works
we know nothing! From Johnson's biographies the student will get a sense of what the real men
were, and with this sense fresh in his mind he will find the occasion propitious for acquiring also,
in the way pointed out, a sense of the power of their works.

This will seem to most people a very unambitious discipline. But the fault of most of the
disciplines proposed in education is that they are by far too ambitious. Our improvers of
education are almost always for proceeding by way of augmentation and complication; reduction
and simplification, I say, is what is rather required. We give the learner too much to do, and we
are over-zealous to tell him what he ought to think. Johnson, himself, has admirably marked the
real line of our education through letters. He says in his life of Pope: "Judgment is forced upon
us by experience. He that reads many books must compare one opinion or one style with another;
and when he compares, must necessarily distinguish, reject, and prefer." Nothing could be
better. The aim and end of education through letters is to get this experience. Our being told by
another what its results will properly be found to be, is not, even if we are told aright, at all the
same thing as getting the experience for ourselves. The discipline, therefore, which puts us in the
way of getting it, cannot be called an inconsiderable or inefficacious one. We should take care
not to imperil its acquisition by refusing to trust to it in its simplicity, by being eager to add, set
right, and annotate. It is much to secure the reading, by young English people, of the lives of the
six chief poets of our nation between the years i6o and 1750, related by our foremost man of
letters of the eighteenth century. It is much to secure their reading, under the stimulus of
Johnson's interesting recital and forcible judgments, famous specimens of the authors whose
lives are before them. Do not let us insist on also reviewing in detail and supplementing
Johnson's work for them, on telling them what they ought really and definitively to think about
the six authors and about the exact place of each in English literature. Perhaps our pupils are not
ripe for it; perhaps, too, we have not Johnson's interest and Johnson's force; we are not the power
in letters for our century which he was for his. We may be pedantic, obscure, dull,--everything



that bores, rather than everything that stimulates; and so Johnson and his Lives will repel, and
will not be received, because we insist on being received along with them.

And again, as we bar a learner's approach to Homer and Virgil by our chevaux de frise of
elaborate grammar, so we are apt to stop his way to a piece of English literature by imbedding it
in a mass of notes and additional matter. Mr. Croker's edition of Boswell's Life of Johnson is a
good example of the labour and ingenuity which may be spent upon a masterpiece, with the
result, after all, really of rather encumbering than illustrating it. All knowledge may be in itself
good, but this kind of editing seems to proceed upon the notion that we have only one book to
read in the course of our life, or else that we have eternity to read in. What can it matter to our
generation whether it was Molly Aston or Miss Boothby whose preference for Lord Lyttelton
made Johnson jealous, and produced in his Life of Lyttelton a certain tone of disparagement?
With the young reader, at all events, our great endeavour should be to bring him face to face with
masterpieces and to hold him there, not distracting or rebutting him with needless excursions or
trifling details.

I should like to think that a number of young people might be brought to know an important
period of our literary and intellectual history, through means of the lives of six of its leading and
representative authors, told by a great man. I should like to think that they would go on, under
the stimulus of the lives, to acquaint themselves with some leading and representative work of
each author. In the six lives they would at least have secured, I think, a most valuable point de
repère in the history of our English life and literature, a point from which afterwards to find their
way; whether they might desire to ascend upwards to our anterior literature, or to come
downwards to the literature of yesterday and of the present.

The six lives cover a period of literary and intellectual movement in which we are all profoundly
interested. It is the passage of our nation to prose and reason; the passage to a type of thought
and expression modern, European, and which on the whole is ours at the present day, from a type
antiquated, peculiar, and which is ours no longer. The period begins with a prose like this of
Milton: "They who to states and governors of the commonwealth direct their speech, high court
of parliament! or wanting such access in a private condition, write that which they foresee may
advance the public good; I suppose them, as at the beginning of no mean endeavour, not a little
altered and moved inwardly in their minds." It ends with a prose like this of Smollett: "My spirit
began to accommodate itself to my beggarly fate, and I became so mean as to go down towards
Wapping, with an intention to inquire for an old schoolfellow, who, I understood, had got the
command of a small coasting vessel then in the river, and implore his assistance." These are
extreme instances; but they give us no unfaithful notion of the change in our prose between the
reigns of Charles the First, and of George the Third. Johnson has recorded his own impression of
the extent of the change and of its salutariness. Boswell gave him a book to read, written in 1702
by the English chaplain of a regiment stationed in Scotland. "It is sad stuff, sir," said Johnson,
after reading it; "miserably written, as books in general then were. There is now an elegance of
style universally diffused. No man now writes so ill as Martin's account of the Hebrides is
written. A man could not write so ill if he should try. Set a merchant's cleric now to write, and
he'll do better."

It seems as if a simple and natural prose were a thing which we might expect to come easy to
communities of men, and to come early to them; but we know from experience that it is not so.
Poetry and the poetic form of expression naturally precede prose. We see this in ancient Greece.



We see prose forming itself there gradually and with labour; we see it passing through more than
one stage before it attains to thorough propriety and lucidity, long after forms of consummate
adequacy have already been reached and used in poetry. It is a people's growth in practical life,
and its native turn for developing this life and for making progress in it, which awaken the desire
for a good prose -a prose plain, direct, intelligible, serviceable. A dead language, the Latin, for a
long time furnished the nations of Europe with an instrument of the kind, superior to any which
they had yet discovered in their own tongue. But nations such as England and France, called to a
great historic life, and with powerful interests and gifts either social or practical, were sure to feel
the need of having a sound prose of their own, and to bring such a prose forth. They brought it
forth in the seventeenth century; France first, afterwards England.

The Restoration marks the real moment of birth of our modern English prose. Men of lucid and
direct mental habit there were, such as Chilling-worth, in whom before the Restoration the desire
and the commencement of a modern prose show themselves. There were men like Barrow,
weighty and powerful, whose mental habit the old prose suited, who continued its forms and
locutions after the Restoration. But the hour was come for the new prose, and it grew and
prevailed. In Johnson's time its victory had long been assured, and the old style seemed
barbarous. Johnson himself wrote a prose decidedly modern. The reproach conveyed in the
phrase "Johnsonian English" must not mislead us. It is aimed at his words, not at his structure. In
Johnson's prose the words are often pompous and long, but the structure is always plain and
modern. The prose writers of the eighteenth century have indeed their mannerisms and phrases
which are no longer ours. Johnson says of Milton's blame of the Universities for permitting
young men designed for orders in the Church to act in plays: "This is sufficiently peevish in a
man, who, when he mentions his exile from college, relates, with great luxuriance, the
compensation which the pleasures of the theatre afford him. Plays were therefore only criminal
when they were acted by academics." We should nowadays not say peevish here, nor luxuriance,
nor academics. Yet the style is ours by its organism, if not by its phrasing. It is by its
organism,--an organism opposed to length and involvement, and enabling us to be clear, plain,
and short,--that English style after the Restoration breaks with the style of the times preceding it,
finds the true law of prose, and becomes modern; becomes, in spite of superficial differences, the
style of our own
day.


